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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, and thank you for joining.  My name is Rob Boehm, and I’m an LCB with ICS.  ICS helps companies build and leverage their compliance data, along with a few other things.  I’ve had my License about  5 years now, and this last year I saw and learned a few things.  I hope you find these insights useful. Whether you’re just getting started in the field, or have been in it for decades…the learning curve for “Trade Compliance” never ends.



OVERVIEW

• ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING; NEW CUSTOMS RULINGS

• Surging Investigations.  Overview of AD Process. New EAPA Reporting in ACE. Terminology.  
Where to Look for Active and Potential Future Cases. Monitoring Customs Rulings for Duty 
Impacts

• A NEW FREE TRADE AGREEMENT – USMCA

• Streamlining the Processes that lead to eligibility determinations and claims. BOM Set-up & 
Analysis 101. Building your data for future use. Certificate issuance and an early trend in 
enforcement of certain data requirements.

• ELECTRONIC CHAMBER CERTIFICATIONS

• Time-saving tips to get you started on reducing the costs associated with Chamber-attested 
Certificates of Origin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a lot to cover in a small amount of time, and are going to be moving at double-time, so hang on and please bear with me as we will be rushing through these slides.  First, we’re going to look at some tips to stay ahead of the curve on AD and CV cases, and also ways to watch for new Rulings that could affect your imports.  Then, we’ll share a few insights on the processes surrounding USMCA.And Third, a very quick overview on aspects of electronic Chamber Certification that you need to be aware of. I know many of you have not started to use these yet, but they can save you a few bucks. Nothing wrong with that.Throughout this presentation a common thread will emerge:  the importance of accurate HTS Classifications.  They are a crucial foundation to your compliance program.  



DISCLAIMER

The following information is believed to be accurate and represents the best information currently available to 
International Customs Services, Inc. However, we make no warranty, expressed or implied, with respect to such 
information, and we assume no liability resulting from its use. A US Customs and Border Protection Ruling or Bureau 
of Industry & Security Ruling can be requested for official classifications. In no way shall International Customs 
Services, Inc. be liable for claims, losses, or damages of any third party or for lost profits or any special, indirect, 
incidental, consequential or exemplary damages, howsoever arising, even if the company has been advised of the 
possibility of such damages. International Customs Services is a US Customs brokerage firm. We recommend that 
you contact your legal counsel for all legal opinions and advice.

© 2021 International Customs Services, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course, please view this presentation as informational, and not as guidance.  It contains some of my own observations from the past year, which may or may not hold true down the road. If there is a lot on the line and you are not sure, escalate to your broker or trade attorney, or get a Ruling.



ANTIDUMPING AND 
COUNTERVAILING INVESTIGATIONS; 

NEW CUSTOMS RULINGS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
International orders often have long lead times. Sometimes they are placed more than 6 months in advance.  This long gap between order and entry dates can expose even the most diligent importers to events outside their control. Or, catch them unaware of a change on a repeat order. I’m going to show you a couple examples of this, and how you can watch for them.First, I will address Antidumping and Countervailing.  As Compliance professionals, one of our tasks is to bring certainty to business decisions. I wish I could tell those of you who are looking for research tips that checking for AD/CV is always a simple, easy determination that can be accomplished in just one place. But the truth is, getting to certainty in an AD/CV case can be a fuzzy process involving information from a number of different sources. And ultimately, there may be times when you will want a Scope Decision from Commerce.



ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING

Been a little busy lately?
China 301’s

Steel and aluminum 232’s & Quotas

LCA 301’s

USMCA

Steel Import Monitoring and Analysis (SIMA) system enhancements

Expiring GSP,  MTB, Brexit

New Aluminum Import Monitoring system (AIM)

GAE’s to the 232’s for 108 Steel and 15 Aluminum HTS.

Tightening Buy American Criteria, New & Enhanced Compliance Regimes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The past few years have been been like trying to take a sip from a fire hose. The 301’s and 232’s have really kept compliance pro’s hopping, literally on every tweet. Not to mention the USMCA.  And just in the recent weeks there’s been a slew of other developments, some of them listed here.All this has commanded our attention.  But we can never forget about those AD/CV Cases. Potential duty impacts can range into the 600% neighborhood.  AD/CV is what really makes Trade Compliance like flying an airplane…long periods of routine activity, interspersed with moments of terror.  



ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING

Surging Investigations:  267% Increase
“Since the beginning of the administration, Commerce initiated 286 new AD and 
CVD investigations, a 267 percent increase from the comparable period in the 
previous administration.”

Oct. 9, 2020

https://www.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2020/10/us-department-
commerce-issues-affirmative-preliminary-antidumping-duty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the number of investigations is surging… we will see if this trend continues.How do we monitor this?  It helps to have a basic understanding of the process that an investigation goes through:



ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING
C H RO N O L OG Y  O F  E V E N T S  – T H E  P L AY E R S , P RO C E S S , A N D  T I M E L I N E S

There is overlap in some of these stages. With the exception of Commerce’s preliminary determination (stage 4), a negative 
determination by either Commerce or the Commission results in a termination of proceedings at both agencies.

Source: USITC Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Handbook. https://www.usitc.gov/trade_remedy/adcvd_handbook.htm

EVENT AD INVESTIGATION CV INVESTIGATION

1.“Interested Party” files Petition with ITC and DOC

2. Initiation of the Investigation by DOC 20 Days after Event 1 20 Days after Event 1

3. Preliminary Injury Determination by ITC 45 Days after Event 1 45 Days after Event 1

4. Preliminary Dumping/Subsidy Determination by DOC 115 Days after Event 3 40 Days after Event 3

5. Final Dumping Subsidy Determination by DOC 75 Days after Event 4 75 Days after Event 4

6. Final Dumping/Subsidy Determination by ITC Later of: 120 Days after Event 
4 or 45 Days after Event 3

Laterof: 120 Days after Event 4 
or 45 Days after Event 3

7. Issuance of Orders 7 Days after Event 6 7 Days after Event 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process for a case to become an order typically takes about 6 to 9 months. It starts when a manufacturer or Industry Association files a Petition.  If all requirements are met and the findings are affirmative, the orders are issued, rates are set, and CBP continues to collect duties on the impacted commodities.

https://www.usitc.gov/trade_remedy/adcvd_handbook.htm


ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING
C H RO N O L OG Y  O F  E V E N T S  – T H E  P L AY E R S , P RO C E S S , A N D  T I M E L I N E S

Antidumping and Countervailing Duties (AD/CVD) Frequently Asked Questions | U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
(cbp.gov)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to understand that Customs begins collecting AD/CV Duties early in the process, at Commerce’s first affirmative preliminary determination. 

https://www.cbp.gov/trade/priority-issues/adcvd/antidumping-and-countervailing-duties-adcvd-frequently-asked-questions


ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING 
NEW FLAGS FOR EAPA EVASION AND INJUNCTIONS

Reference: 
Trade_Information Notice_ADCVD Flags for EAPA Evasion and Injunctions (cbp.gov)
https://www.cbp.gov/trade/trade-enforcement/tftea/eapa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just a side note....is the recent deployment to ACE of the AD/CV indicator flags for the Enforce and Protect Act (or EAPA). EAPA provides CBP with authorities to investigate evasion of AD/CV orders, and has: Effected 131 investigations And, Identified over $600 million in AD/CVD dutiesCBP is very good at detecting evasion, so be sure to scrutinize vendors who have miraculous claims of production from Countries and areas not known for such capability.

https://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/assets/documents/2021-Jan/Trade_Information%20Notice_ADCVD%20Flags%20for%20EAPA%20Evasion%20and%20Injunctions%20%281%29.pdf
https://www.cbp.gov/trade/trade-enforcement/tftea/eapa


ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING
TERMINOLOGY

Reference:  Business Rules and Process Document (Trade-
External) ACE Entry Summary (Version 10.25) December 2020 
(cbp.gov)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, before we get to searching for cases, understanding some of the terminology you will see in your searches is critical.A grasp of the “Company Status” terms in Section 9.9 of this document will save you time when you need to narrow a search, and also help prevent you from misunderstanding a result.  For instance, if you find a case specific to one of your vendors labeled “Inactive – company deactivated,” it doesn’t necessarily mean their product is no longer subject to Antidumping duties…the order likely still applies to this company, possibly under a different case number or perhaps the Country-wide case number. 

https://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/assets/documents/2021-Jan/ACE%20Entry%20Summary%20Business%20Rules%20and%20Process%20Document%20Trade%20Version%2010.25%20Revised.pdf


ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING
TERMINOLOGY

“Alloy designations…which are considered alloys in the trade and 
referred to as alloys in the scope… are actually not classifiable as 
alloys for tariff purposes but are alloys for scope purposes.” 

-- CBP Aluminum Extrusions presentation, Sept.12 2012

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s also critical to understand that Terminology may not be “harmonized” between the Harmonized Tariff System and AD/CV Cases. An example…an aluminum product may not be considered an alloy, as defined in Chapter 76 Subheading Note 1b of the HTS, but it may be considered an alloy that is in the scope of an anti-dumping case.  Check the specifications of your product against the Scope Description.Fabrication processes can also move a product out of a classification that “flags” for a case. Further processing on an extrusion may make it a “Part of” something for general duties, but it still may fall within the scope of a case.  



ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

HQ H300226
September 13, 2018

Modification of NY N299096; country of origin of electric motors from Mexico; 
2018 Section 301 trade remedy; 9903.88.01, HTSUS

Significance:  Although a motor assembled in Mexico from Chinese components met the Tariff Shift 
Test for Country of Origin marking purposes, the components did not undergo substantial 
transformation, and thus 301 Duties had to be paid on the assembled motor.

N302747
March 12, 2019

“While the NAFTA marking rules contained in 19 C.F.R. Part 102 will determine the country of origin 
for marking purposes, the substantial transformation test will determine the country of origin for 
purposes of applying current trade remedies under Section 301, Section 232, and Section 201…” 
and… “antidumping, countervailing, or other duties, fees and charges that apply to such products…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also, just as “Rules of Origin” are not harmonized between different Free Trade Agreements, and may even differ between and a Free Trade and none-free Trade Certification,  Commerce will apply a different Rule of Origin than what your vendor will use to create a USMCA Certificiation.They will use “Substantial Transformation.”  “Substantial Transformation” is a concept that is more open to interpretation, and in some instances it may be “a higher bar to clear” than the Rules of Origin found in Free Trade Agreements.  “Substantial transformation" requires that, as a result of further manufacturing or processing, a product loses its identity and is transformed into a new product having "a new name, character, and use."  It can’t be just a more advanced assembly of the same product. 



ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING
SCOPE – A GENERAL PRINCIPLE

Source: USITC Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Handbook. 
https://www.usitc.gov/trade_remedy/adcvd_handbook.htm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An important theme for Scope is buried in the ITC AD/CV Handbook.  You will also see this philosophy manifested in many Commerce Scope Decisions, and it will help you understand how ADD Orders are applied in relation to “Parts of” and “Finished Goods.”

https://www.usitc.gov/trade_remedy/adcvd_handbook.htm


ACCURATE HTS CLASSIFICATION 
IS CRITICAL

“…an HTS code is only provided for convenience since the narrative description of the scope of 
an AD/CVD case is dispositive and the description and nature of the goods are what determine 
if the item is within the scope of an AD/CVD case.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the scope description is dispositive, and an HTS Classification is only provided for convenience, why is an accurate HTS Classification critical? 



ACCURATE HTS CLASSIFICATION IS 
CRITICAL

• Over 2,000 10-digit HTS Classifications flag for AD/CV

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HTS Classifications are used as a key flag used by Customs to enforce an order, in addition to establishing the correct general duty rate.  And, an accurate HTS Classification is be the starting point in your search.



BEWARE THE 10-DIGIT HTS SEARCH!

• 8414.59.6560 (Current HTS) Search 2/2/2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Hey, the 10-Digit HTS doesn’t flag for anything, we’re good, Right?”.  WRONG.  That is just a very preliminary check, just one tiny step to get you started.There are many ways that the 10-digit check can lead you astray.  Here is just one example…a search using the current 10-digit HTS for a blower turned up no flags.



BEWARE THE 10-DIGIT HTS SEARCH!

• 8414.59.6060 (Deprecated HTS) Search 2/2/2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But the same search, using a historical HTS, bring flags for cases which may need to be investigated further..  A 10-digit HTS search can be handy, but be aware, they do not provide a complete picture.  The Customs FAQ page recommends querying at the 8- digit level in addition to comparing the good against the Case scope.  However, in this instance, an 8-digit search would have not turned up these cases.  We conduct a 6-digit HTS search, and sometimes a 4-digit search, as it broadens the results.



USE ACE!

“ACE is the system of record for all AD/CVD case information and Department 
of Commerce, Enforcement and Compliance (formerly known as Import 
Administration (DOC/EC) and CBP Enforce and Protect Act (EAPA) and 
associated entries.”
Source:  Chapter 9 in Automated Commercial Environment (ACE) Entry Summary (Version 10.25 Revised) January 2021, 
PBRB #1359-0121

https://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/assets/documents/2021-
Jan/ACE%20Entry%20Summary%20Business%20Rules%20and%20Process%20Document%20Trade%20Version%2010.25%2
0Revised.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACE is the place for a complete listing of cases.There are many websites, lists and services on the web that are helpful in many different aspects of your review.  But I’ve noticed, oftentimes, they are incomplete.  They do not list current investigations that I want to research further.  



HANDY BUT NOT ALWAYS COMPLETE

Source: www.usitc.gov/trade_remedy/documents/orders.xls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One instance is the ITC “Orders List, which I commonly see recommended in the trade as a “complete list of active cases.”  Sometimes, while keeping an eye on an investigation, I don’t see it appear on this list until after the ITC makes a final determination.  In the meantime, CBP has been collecting duties on the case for months.So, this is a great list, it is easy to filter and scan this spreadsheet for cases you might otherwise miss, but it may not include everything.  



HANDY BUT NOT ALWAYS COMPLETE

https://legacy.trade.gov/enforcement/operations/scope
/index.asp

Scope Information by Country (doc.gov)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITA has a couple of sites where you can view Case Descriptions by Country and then drill down to read the Scope. The site on the left also will list Commerce Scope Decisions at the bottom of the case pages that the public can search and read in Access, or sometimes the link to the decision is right there in the table.  Again, there’s been times when I wanted to quickly check the scope description for an investigation, and the case is not listed, so I go to ACE and the CFR to read the scope.  But these pages can be handy.You can also research Commerce Scope Rulings in the ITA’s Access System, which I’ll show you in a few slides.

https://legacy.trade.gov/enforcement/operations/scope/index.asp
http://web.ita.doc.gov/ia/CaseM.nsf/136bb350f9b3efba852570d9004ce782!OpenView&Start=1&Count=30&Expand=5#5


USE ACE!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So ACE is the place to do your searches, it is the most complete, up-to-date listing of cases.  If you have an ACE Account, you can access the REF-202 Active Case list, which is a canned report of all the active cases in ACE data.   It’s a big file…300,000 lines.  The HTS listed in the cases may be different than the HTS “Flag” list, so your HTS search may bring up additional cases here.    Also, the Case-related HTS Short Description is terminology from the Tariff headings and Subheadings, instead of the Scope Case Name, and this brings another dimension to your review.



USE ACE!

https://aceservices.cbp.dhs.gov/adcvdweb/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Public AD/CV search module enables you to search the ACE data and will return the Public Messages for a case.  You can search for particular message or case numbers, or use the Advanced Search window to search other criteria.  Keywords can be searched in the Message Title and Body, and HTS can be searched in the message body.If you click on the message number, the message appears in a frame below.

https://aceservices.cbp.dhs.gov/adcvdweb/


USE ACE!

https://aceservices.cbp.dhs.gov/adcvdweb/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even nicer, if you have an ACE account, is the AD/CV Module for Broker/Importers in the references tab.  The Advanced Case Search gives you more options for entering parameters, and results also include tabs at the bottom that allow you to drill down quickly into Details, Event Dates, and Rates.

https://aceservices.cbp.dhs.gov/adcvdweb/


CHECKING UPSTREAM

https://www.usitc.gov/investigations/import_injury

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To search for injury investigations in the works, you can search keywords on the ITC injury search.

https://www.usitc.gov/investigations/import_injury


CHECKING UPSTREAM

https://www.usitc.gov/petitions_and_complaints

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also, you can search the ITC Petitions and Complaints Search Page by keywords.

https://www.usitc.gov/petitions_and_complaints


CHECKING UPSTREAM

https://access.trade.gov/login.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, you can create a log-in to the ITA’s ACCESS system, which is the repository for all documents filed in an AD/CV proceeding conducted by Commerce. As a registered guest user, you can view Public versions of Documents, search by DOC Case Number, keyword text, look at new Petitions, view Scope Rulings for a case and more.  

https://access.trade.gov/login.aspx


General Recommendations:

• Cast a wide net – try a 6-digit HTS.

• Use multiple databases and sources, they all 
display information differently and you will see 
different possibilities.

• Always include ACE in your searches!

• Consider your product from different angles.

• Look for scope rulings for similar products

• Look “Upstream”

• Wake up at 3 in the morning, and ask yourself, 
“What did I miss?”

Consider your product from different angles: 

• Manufacturer name

• Exporter name

• HTS, including other possible HTS

• Descriptions, synonyms

• Where used

• Material HTS

• Manufacturing Process

• Country of Origin  (of assembly and parts)

• Country of Export

• Accessory, “Parts of”, Sub-assembly, Finished Good?

• Shipping assembled? With or separate from 
related parts?

ANTIDUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING
S E A R CH  R E C O MM E NDAT I O NS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here are some final AD/CV recommendations.  Basically, cast a wide net, always include ACE as part of your searches, look upstream, and consider your product from different angles.  The last general recommendation will come to you automatically.



ANTIDUMPING AND 
COUNTERVAILING INVESTIGATIONS; 

NEW CUSTOMS RULINGS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s a relatively rare experience, but it does happen.  A new Customs Rulings can cut either way, possibly lowering or raising duties. Ruling Revocations happen frequently enough that you may want to check for this possibility on a big order.  I’ll show you a couple of spots where you can watch for new Customs Rulings, along with a caution about Rulings that are “Revoked by Operation of Law” vs. “Revoked” by a Ruling.



NEW CUSTOMS RULINGS

https://rulings.cbp.gov/home

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For instance, the classification change in this Ruling didn’t have any impact on General Duties, but it moved them from 301 List 4A at 7% to List 3 at 25%, an 18% increase. The Ruling addresses, among other issues, a 2003 change to Heading language.  This ruling revoked 5 Rulings that occurred AFTER the 2003 heading change…

https://rulings.cbp.gov/home


NEW CUSTOMS RULINGS

https://rulings.cbp.gov/home

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As shown in this screen shot, those Rulings that are Revoked by another Ruling are clearly marked as “Revoked” on the CROSS System.

https://rulings.cbp.gov/home


NEW CUSTOMS RULINGS

https://rulings.cbp.gov/home

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And a word of warning…as shown in this screen shot, those Rulings that are mentioned as being “Revoked by Operation of Law”, i.e. the change in the Heading Language, do not have any indication of being “Revoked.”  They were correct at the time they were issued.A good reason to always seek the most recent Rulings for guidance and as supporting documentation.  

https://rulings.cbp.gov/home


NEW CUSTOMS RULINGS

https://rulings.cbp.gov/home

Presenter
Presentation Notes
….and a good reason to always compare the heading language citation in the Ruling against the current headings and subheadings in the HTS for any changes. 

https://rulings.cbp.gov/home


https://rulings.cbp.gov/home

CHECKING UPSTREAM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where do you look for new Rulings?  You can download a list of Rulings from the last 30 days from the CROSS Search System page, this last month there were over 200 Rulings, 36 of them from HQ which is where Revocations seem to come from.  I wish this table would also list Category and Subject line.

https://rulings.cbp.gov/home


https://www.cbp.gov/trade/rulings/bulletin-decisions

CHECKING UPSTREAM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also, you can scan the Weekly Customs Bulletins,  which provides a weekly compilation of decisions and rulings, along with regulations, notices, and abstracts from CBP, the Appeals Court and US Court of International Trade.  

https://www.cbp.gov/trade/rulings/bulletin-decisions


RULINGS
B E S T  P R AC T ICE S  - C H E C K I NG  F O R  C H A N G E S

• Check your supporting Rulings during the course of entering annual Certificate updates for 
items of significant cost.

• Check the Heading language in the Ruling…is it still the same?

• Monitor new Rulings and Bulletins for anything that could affect a large order with a long lead 
time, or before a placing a large repeat order.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s a good habit to check the Rulings you have on file as guidance for a part.  This can be done during annual certificate updates, or while adding information for a new model in the line, etc.



A NEW FREE TRADE AGREEMENT:
USMCA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright, let’s look at some of the issues surrounding USMCA!



USMCA
PERIOD OF 

RESTRAINED 
ENFORCEMENT 

ENDED 12/31/2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How did you enjoy that Period of Restrained Enforcement?Here at ICS, we couldn’t restrain ourselves from cancelling vacations, spending weekends and long nights pouring over Bills of Material, and procuring Certificates and compiling data. But we got it done… and now it’s time to do it all over again…and this time around,  Customs agencies are going to be more picky.



FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS
END-TO-END PROCESSES

• Solicit Suppliers

• Data Entry

• Analyze Bills of Material (BOMs) per the 
appropriate Rules of Origin

• Issue Certificates to claim eligibility

• Post-Entry Audit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But now, all the basic processes are in place, right?  And we’re going to do it better, faster and with a long-term objective of reducing our costs.There are a few key words going forward that will need to characterize your processes.



FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS
END-TO-END PROCESSES

• Efficient
• Integrated
• Automated
• Flexible
• Fast

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We talked earlier that Compliance pro’s need to provide decision makers with certainty, right?  The other thing you need to provide is continual improvement in efficiency. Even though Compliance pro’s do mandatory work, and can often demonstrate cost avoidance far exceeding their own expense, Compliance departments are, bottom line…just like everyone else:  another line on the balance sheet.  Sometimes we wish the Compliance tail could wag the company dog, because we know there are potentially serious ramifications when a program falls short.  But bottom line, resources are limited. I’m going to show images from own compliance platform. This is not intended to be a demo, and just know that there are many other platforms out there. I show these slides because I believe they encompass the basic phases of a compliance program. Also, I show them for practical reasons… it will be easy for me to talk about some of the metrics, considerations and decisions you will encounter as you roll out your own Compliance program.



VENDOR SOLICITATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, you’ve made the determination  you need to participate in USMCA and possibly other Free Trade Agreements.  The next step is to solicit suppliers.You’ll need to decide whether it’s necessary to solicit the entire vendor base for every part, or whether you just need to get Certificates from a few key vendors for parts that must be Regional Value Content (RVC).  The answer to that question is highly dependent on your product, whether you’ve already analyzed the BOMs and identified those critical parts, and your shipping variables.My general belief is you should certify every part …for a few reasons.  First, and I don’t care what anybody says, everything eventually gets shipped.  I can’t tell you how many times I’ve heard, “Oh, that never ships,” and then two weeks later some broker is emailing us for info. You will need the data at some point. Secondly, sometimes you need to make an eligibility determination using a RVC calculation, either for the Finished Good, or sometimes a subassembly.  When that happens, you will want every part Certified as RVC that you can.  Those of you who’ve analyzed BOMs know what I am talking about.  Very frequently, eligibility is not a “Slam Dunk,” which is a huge surprise to the people who “assemble something from a thousand parts right here in the US” and just assume it qualifies.  Also, Certificates add support to an eligibility determination…very helpful in an audit. And, your suppliers get conditioned to provide this information.



VENDOR SOLICITATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also, it is just as easy to send out 1,000 solicitations as it is to send 1.  Either way, it’s just a few clicks.   When we do a mass solicitation, parts that are already certified are excluded.  Vendors appreciate that.But I get ahead of myself.  Let me take one step back…set-up. There’s very little set-up for these stand-alone platforms.  Literally, a company provides a couple of Excel or text files and 1,000 vendor solicitations are sent the next day, and your Compliance Program is off to the races!



DATA ENTRY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve also heard data entry is a pain point…people have a hard time getting loads of Certificate data into their ERP’s.  Mass updates for thousands of parts aren’t always easy. So, they’re unable to utilize the data from a flood of Certificates to generate the most up-to-date info for various forms like Commercial Invoices, BOL’s, Packing Lists, Certs, etc. A company might have different ERP’s at different plants, or use a variety of IT systems. So, in my view, a stand-alone platform like this that offers a universally compatible solution is key.   Here, it takes only a couple of clicks to generate an Excel file of the parts.   Certificate info is then added  to that Excel file, and then….



DATA ENTRY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is uploaded right back into the platform.  Data entry and uploads can be done by any wonderful, accurate and speedy data entry person.  A platform like this can then generate reports of the uploaded data, which in turn be imported into any ERP.  It is the easiest way to do a mass update. This stand alone platform approach lets IT departments figure out, on their own timetable, how to import Certificate data into a company’s ERP.  For some companies, it’s a simple matter, they’re importing Certificate data into their ERP within a week of the first solicitation. For others, IT really needs to take time to understand how the data will roll out through their systems and processes.  The important thing, IT can figure that out on their own timetable…and in the meantime, the Compliance program is up and running, building and leveraging data…ready for IT whenever IT is ready for it.   Just a reality, IT Departments are typically under all kinds of pressure, look for a solution that is sympathetic to that.  



BOM ANALYSIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next phase is BOM Analysis.  For a company that has had their program running for a year or two in such a platform, a good goal is to complete an analysis of a 1,000 line BOM in 90 minutes.  The ideal, with complete, verified data, is to have the system complete the Analysis and make a determination automatically.  With commitment to the process and persistence, companies will get there in some instances and very close in most others.Of course, every once in a while you run into a new model, with all new parts, and the analysis can take 4, 8, 12, 16 hours…depending upon the level of data available for it.  Along the way, you are making determinations and adding that information back into the system….BUILDING DATA.  A good classification and eligibility determination is an investment in the future. It will be used repeatedly and become a basis for cost-saving decisions for the life of the product. In terms of the Compliance program, it will result in labor-savings and increased automation in future years.“Lost work” is a major cost.  Everybody’s experienced those high-pressure situations, playing whack-a-mole with shipment issues, working on a trade data determination, getting through the moment…and then forgetting to update the system.  That leads to inconsistency down the road and redundant labor.  Be sure to capture any new info, get it into your system.Usually, you have the capability to analyze the BOM right in the platform. 



BOM ANALYSIS
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Or,  there are times when you just want to use Excel for its convenient filtering, views, look-up, and other functions. So, look for a feature that can generate an Excel Version of a BOM…right from the BOM feature…



BOM ANALYSIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or,  you where you can load a BOM, a Set component list or any parts list really, into the system, and have the System return a report in Excel with the most recent trade and vendor data, ready for analysis.You also want to be able to develop and generate customized reports of current part data to compare against an entry report from your broker to identify entries that need correction and opportunities for improvement in clearing shipments.



USMCA BOM ANALYSIS 101

• The person analyzing the BOM will also need access to drawings, diagrams, photos,  specifications, etc.
• Refer to Rules of Origin in the HTS General Note 11.  
• Identify Phantoms and understand what they represent.  
• Understand Intermediate Materials, they are handled the same in USMCA as they were in NAFTA.

• https://www.cbp.gov/document/fact-sheets/usmca-intermediate-materials
• https://www.cbp.gov/trade/nafta/guide-customs-procedures/other-instances-confer-origin/intermediate-materials

• Check Deminimis and the Exceptions to Deminimis in HTS General Note 11.  USMCA differs from NAFTA.
• File finished BOMs and save them with your Certifications.  You will be able to issue Certifications with a high degree of 

confidence and be well-positioned to answer any inquiries to support your Certification. Plus, they can be used to self-
audit for process improvement, identifying gaps etc.

• Make sure any new determinations are added to the system to decrease future analysis time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Analyzing a BOM is a topic in itself.  In the interest of time, here a just few thoughts that are good to keep in mind when undertaking a BOM Analysis, I’ll just emphasize the last two points. Keep a copy of your finished analysis on file with the Certificate that is issued, and make sure any new determinations from the analysis are added to the system.

https://www.cbp.gov/document/fact-sheets/usmca-intermediate-materials
https://www.cbp.gov/trade/nafta/guide-customs-procedures/other-instances-confer-origin/intermediate-materials


ISSUING CERTIFICATIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One early aspect of enforcement we have seen discussed is that Customs Agencies are insisting that, for the Producer Field, if the Producer information is provided, the address must really be the place of production. With NAFTA, it was common to list the Corporate Headquarters, or a Distribution Center.   So now, the place of production for a part might be a new data set for many systems, and this may cause many who deal with multiple places of production to use a form that can associate a part with a specific address for its production.The same holds true for the Exporter Field, if provided, the Exporter Address cannot be the Corporate address, it must be the place of Export (DC, plant, etc.)Companies typically generate their own USMCA Certificates, or other FTA Certificates, from their own ERP’s. But we, like other brokers, also issue Certificates on a manufacturer’s behalf, and we’ve had a few requests from companies for a Cert issuance feature.  It will eliminate much of the Clerical work in issuing a Certificate. So look for that feature in any platform you are considering.



FLEXIBILITY

https://mneguidelines.oecd.org/mneguidelines/

Presenter
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And finally, your processes must be flexible…able to quickly add a new data set for a different FTA or some new Compliance effort.  Here’s a great resource to see what could be looming on your horizon in that arena.Forced Labor is becoming a priority focus for many companies now.

https://mneguidelines.oecd.org/mneguidelines/


CHAMBER-ATTESTED 
E-CERTIFICATIONS
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You’ve heard the old adage, “Never let a good crisis go to waste”?Use this Pandemic to force your customers into a cheaper way of getting chamber-attested Certificates. Instead of hand-processing and shipping them, have them generated electronically and emailed.  Save a hundred or couple hundred bucks in time and Courier fees on every one.  That adds up if you’re doing 50 Certificates a year, or even 10 a year. But it’s not something you can go online, first time, and expect to bang out in 15 minutes.  It takes some set-up, and there are different steps that require separate actions by the platform, a broker, an exporter and Chamber. So make your friends before you need them! i.e., get set-up!  Contact your local Chamber of Commerce to see if they are offering e-Certifications.  We use MMAC, and the process works very well.



PREPARE DOCUMENTS FOR 
ELECTRONIC ATTESTATION

Before you Issue:

• Explain the lockdown situation to your customer, and have them check with their 
forwarder/broker to make sure they will accept electronically attested Documents.

• Explain the electronic process does not allow Notarization, which is a process that can only 
be done in person.

• Ask if they will accept an emailed PDF.  Don’t be surprised if some still insist on you making a 
paper print out and shipping it to them.  Just figure out who will be paying for that up front if 
shipped separately.

• Know that Legalized documents cannot be electronically chamber-attested.

Presenter
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Once you’re set-up, the process is very fast and easy.  So, some tips about using these e-Certification platforms. Before you Certify, check with the customer to see if they will accept electronically-attested documents. All the Platforms list just about every Country in World as accepting these documents. But we find that varies from forwarder to forwarder, port to port.  Particularly Viet Nam.Also, note that an e-Cert will not be notarized.  And finally, the electronic attestation process is not an option for documents that must be legalized: i.e., legalized documents must be signed, Notarized, hand-attested by the Chamber, authenticated by the WI Secretary of State, and also the US Department of State, and finally, legalized by the Consulate of the importing Country.   There is no electronic process for that.



PREPARE DOCUMENTS FOR 
ELECTRONIC ATTESTATION

Document Set-up:
• The platform may have canned versions of Certificate of Origins and Commercial Invoices that you 

can use, but most customers just prefer to use their own forms. Check with your local Chamber to 
see if they can accommodate your company’s forms.

• Use as large a Font Size as possible when creating your documents to make sure the final attested 
documents are legible. (These documents will go down a couple of generations in quality 
throughout this process). 12 or 14 pt is good, you can get away with 10 pt.

• Leave some space at the bottom of the documents (it doesn’t have to be huge, a couple of inches 
will do) for the Chamber to add their stamp, signature and date.

• Find out where the Chamber will add their Control Number, so you know where to position logos 
and text on the Form).  (i.e., the Chamber with which we work puts their Control Number on the 
top left of the document, so we either have the stationery logo in the Center or Top Right.
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If you’ve got approval from your customer, here are a basic few tips for submitting your forms for e-Certification…check to see if you can use your own forms, keep font sizes in the 12 pt range, as the documents will go down a couple of generations in quality throughout the process.  And leave space for the Chamber Stamp, signature, date and Control Number.



THANK YOU!

www.icsbroker.com

N64 W24801 MAIN STREET,  SUITE 121, SUSSEX WI 53809
PH: 262-820-2700

Rob Boehm, LCB, Trade Compliance Analyst

robert.boehm@icsbroker.com

For general inquiries: Aleda Bourassa, CGBP, Business Development Manager 
Aleda.bourassa@icsbroker.com

Presenter
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That’s it!  Thanks….With that, I’ll hand it over to our next speaker, Jennifer Lam.

mailto:robert.boehm@icsbroker.com
mailto:Aleda.bourassa@icsbroker.com
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